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Installation; P/N 
5728 

 
 
1. You will need a 5/32 hex key 

to remove the standard liquid 
end. 

2. Turn the piston stroke setting 
device (if available) so it is set 
to full stroke. 

3. Remove liquid end from pump 
as follows:  Unscrew the two 
socket head bolts (with the 
5/32 hex key) while holding the liquid end against the pump housing.  Pull the liquid 
end straight out from the pump housing, in line with the axis of the piston. If you cock 
or tilt the liquid end, you may break the piston.  See Figure 1. 

4. Screw in the two studs supplied with the quick disconnect kit (in place of the two 
socket head bolts you removed when removing the liquid end).  The studs should be 
screwed in finger tight, until they reach a positive stop. 

5. Place the compression ring on the piston and spring, and the retainer on the liquid 
end. 

6. Slide the liquid end on the two studs, guide the piston through the center of the 
retainer. 

7. Place the quick 
connect clamp into 
position on the two 
studs.  The clamp 
will go over the 
heads of the studs 
through the larger 
hole of the keyway.  
When the keyway 
is positioned over 
the groove (or, 
smaller diameter) 
of the stud, slide 
the clamp down to 
capture the studs 
with the smaller 
hole of the keyway. 

8. Finger tighten the assembly with the knob so the liquid end is against the pump body 
(two screw/knob assemblies are provided, you may wish to use the shorter one when 
the pump has a wash system installed). 
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If there is anything we can do to help you with these instructions, or, if you have 

comments or suggestions, please contact us at: 
(800) 969-3533 
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Figure 1:  Pump Assembly
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